A look back at Quebec’s Electric Vehicle Week

There was a variety of programming offered during the 2nd edition of Quebec’
s Electric
Vehicle Week, which took place virtually from October 19 to 25. Webinars on a wide range
of topics from second-hand EVs, information about charging as well as a round table on
transportation electrification are available for viewing on the Running Electric website.
Have a look →

Videos from the Conseils régionaux de l’environnement

The Conseils régionaux de l’
environnement produced a series of videos about the realities of
electric cars in different regions of Quebec, highlighting resident EV users. The videos help
to debunk some of the myths about electric cars for individuals and organizations, in both
rural and urban areas. Get inspired by these testimonials, more of which will be added in the
coming weeks.

Watch the videos →

À CONTRESENS documentary

There is a lot of debate around electric cars, in Quebec and elsewhere. À contresensens, a
Swiss documentary, has a look at the negative information about EVs in the media and does
an investigation to confirm or refute this information. The production team travels from the
cobalt mines in the Democratic Republic of Congo to the desert of Chile where lithium is
extracted. The North American premiere of this hard-hitting documentary will take place on
Thursday, December 17 at 7 pm, and is open to the public. The screening of the documentary
will be followed by a discussion with the film’
s production team and some of Quebec’
s key
players in transportation electrification.

Buy your ticket →

Drive a Chevrolet Bolt for free in 2021

Through the Running Electric contest, you could win a one-year rental of a Chevrolet Bolt,
courtesy of Lussier Chevrolet. The prize includes the installation of a charging station and a
Circuit électrique charging credit – a value of $14,750. Good luck!
To enter →

A word from our partners
Quebec Electric Vehicle Association pairing program

The Quebec Electric Vehicle Association pairing program is now available in virtual mode!
This free service puts you in touch with an EV driver who owns an electric vehicle model that
interests you. You can then set up a virtual meeting (via Zoom) with your volunteer. No sales
related pressure, only answers to your questions.
Meet →

Running Electric is an educational and promotional campaign on electric cars,
with a test drive component. It is led by Équiterre with the financial support of
Transition énergétique Québec.
Running Electric campaign partners include the Regroupement national
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